




X. Excerpts from the Governor’s Concluding Remarks

Gentlemen,

Hardly two months ago the government’s Report on the 
Economic Situation in Italy laid before Parliament and the na
tion a broad picture of the course of Italy’s economy in 1961. 
Since then, the government has, in a number of other documents 
and programmatic statements, made public its own considered 
view of the problems and priorities to which economic policy in 
general is to he directed.

In speaking to you today at our annual meeting I  shall 
regard it as my duty to discuss more particularly the role in
cumbent upon exchange policy, international co-operation and 
domestic monetary policy in countercyclical as well as in more 
forward-looking action. In so doing, I shall dwell especially on 
the institutions and mechanisms by wich monetary flows are 
channelled into the public sector and private investment.

World Economic Conditions, Co-operation Between Central 
Banks and International Liquidity.—  For the world’s industrial 
countries generally, 1961 was another year of economic expan
sion, although individually many countries experienced pressure 
on prices or on the balance of payments, leading to considerable 
shifts in their competitive position beyond those following upon 
the currency revaluations of March 1961.

The United States overall balance-of-payments deficit, 
though somewhat smaller than in 1960, was still very large, be
cause the current surplus was not enough to finance the net out
flow of short- and long-term private capital, economic aid to 
other countries and military expenditures abroad. Canada and 
other primary-producing countries, on the other hand, had cur
rent deficits offset by large inflows of foreign capital. The United 
Kingdom and the rest of the sterling area were in deficit, though 
less so than in recent years,
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The inflationary pressures experienced by several European 
countries were at least to some extent of outside origin. It stands 
to reason that in a system of large-scale foreign trade and gen
erally fixed exchange rates inflationary pressures generated in 
any one country tend to spread to the rest of the world, while, 
conversely, their effect on the price level of the originating coun
try tends to be mitigated by imports. It follows that interna
tional price movements and balance-of-payments disequilibria 
are the two principal means of adjustment for such inflationary 
or deflationary pressures as may appear in individual countries.

All through the ’fifties and still at the beginning of the 
’sixties, economic policy everywhere was generally of an expan
sionary nature. By and large, the response was a growth of sup
ply in real terms sufficient to allow the authorities to retain 
control over prices even in conditions of nearly full employment. 
In some countries, nevertheless, the policy of sustaining demand 
has tended more readily to generate inflationary pressures, and 
the monetary authorities then found themselves faced with the 
painful alternative of either applying restrictive measures which, 
in some circumstances, might be apt to lower the degree of ca
pacity utilization and thereby to slow down economic growth, or 
else of accepting the erosion of money for a certain time, only 
to clamp on restrictions later.

In other, more favourable conditions it was somewhat easier 
to combine monetary stability with growth. From this point of 
view the experiences of the last ten years repay close study, in 
so far as they can teach us much on the basic conditions of suc
cess in this matter.

The first lesson is that in the countries most closely in
tegrated in international trade the conditions of growth are most 
propitious when the necessary maintenance of a high level of 
aggregate demand does not conflict with the equally necessary 
maintenance of a high degree of competitiveness, which, in turn, 
depends among other things on a rise in productivity. Without 
that essential condition, foreign demand is unlikely to expand 
in the desired measure or, if it is stimulated artificially, cannot 
by itself ensure rapid and balanced growth. By contrast, a
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strong competitive position provides the means to finance an 
abundant flow of imports and, through its effects on the strength 
of the currency, makes it possible to avoid recurring restrictions 
on demand for the sake of the balance of payments. There is 
the warning example of the United Kingdom to show how such 
restrictions depress investment and with it the whole rate of 
expansion.

It is quite certain that during the ’fifties the prospect of 
strongly rising foreign demand was an important growth factor 
for many industrial economies. There is more than one reason 
for this. First of all, the incidence of exports on the net prod
uct of industry is relatively greater than that of any other com
ponent of global demand. Secondly, the expectation of rising 
exports has a decidedly favourable impact on the view one takes 
of the extent to which sustained and growing demand can be 
met with available resources. And thirdly, these expectations 
are, in their turn, encouraged by a high rate of expansion, just 
because of its effect on productivity and hence on competitive 
strength.

Experience has also confirmed the close correlation between 
a high rate of expansion and a rapid improvement of produc
tivity, thus proving the conclusions of economic analysis to the 
effect that self-sustained growth can be generated by rising pro
ductivity and expanding export markets. Countries in an ini
tially weak competitive position have had the greatest difficul
ties in containing money incomes within the limits of a slow 
improvement in productivity, and this has further weakened 
their ability to compete and has slowed down growth, thus in
augurating a downward spiral from which it is hard to escape. 
To try to expand demand in such a situation with the object of 
raising productivity to the extent that is necessary to keep costs 
stable is indeed exceedingly difficult in the short run, in view of 
the narrow margins of unutilized capacity and of weak foreign 
reserves. Conversely, countries in an initially strong competi
tive position have found it easy to absorb rising wage costs in 
periods of heavy pressure of demand for capital and labour and 
hence to maintain a high rate of growth, because a rapid in
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crease in productivity has enabled them to defend or even to 
strengthen their competitive position.

Despite the greatest efforts, in fact, few countries suc
ceeded during the last ten years in making the transition from 
a low to a high rate of growth. Nothing could provide better 
proof of the fact that, quite apart from the purposes and methods 
of economic policy, the creation and maintenance of competitive 
strength in international markets is quite indispensable in the 
conditions of the modern world.

It must he concluded, therefore, that one of the principal com
ponents of growth policy is the removal of foreign trade bar
riers, which encourage non-competitive activities and make it 
difficult to penetrate foreign markets. Another is the gradual 
elimination of those obstacles to the mobility of capital which 
disturb the international movement of monetary flows and sav
ings. A  third point to stress is the need to make every effort, 
both by autonomous measures and through international collab
oration, to even out emergent balance-of-payments diseqnilibria, 
especially in the major countries.

Given the great importance which the solution of the growth 
problems of economically less developed countries has for the 
whole world, it is imperative that international collaboration 
be extended to all compartments of economic policy. The experi
ence of the last ten years seems to suggest that the efforts of the 
developing countries to achieve rapid growth on a sound basis 
were most successful in cases when it proved possible to avoid 
inflation, thanks to a supply of savings sufficient to cover the 
large requirements of the public sector, and to go ahead with 
the realization of a detailed and concrete development pro
gramme.

Nevertheless, even the fulfilment of these two conditions does 
not appear to be enough to vouchsafe conspicuous progress in the 
absence of a propitious external situation. Developing countries 
need not only financial and technical aid, hut also a system of 
international exchange in which they can expand their exports 
in a satisfactory manner,
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As in industrial countries, only more so, the success of 
growth policy in developing countries is largely conditioned by 
the balance of payments. Without good export prospects, it be
comes almost impossible for them to build expansion plans on 
economically rational projects or to mobilize the saving needed 
for projects requiring capital goods which must he paid for in 
foreign exchange.

All this points to the expediency of planning for economic 
growth in overall terms, so that limited physical and financial 
resources may he correctly allocated as between alternative uses 
of different degrees of priority and so that the extent of supple
mentary requirements to be met by foreign aid may he assessed. 
It should be added that whenever, in the past, development pro
grammes were associated with a vigorous policy of monetary 
stability, they heightened business expectations of the future 
course of global demand, reduced margins of error and with 
them the losses which the economic system might otherwise have 
had to incur.

More even than in 1960, the size and direction of short-term 
capital movements—whether directly or indirectly connected 
with commercial and financial transactions or due to purely spec
ulative motives—last year created serious disturbances in the 
economic relations among industrial countries.

To the extent that money rates are still rising in Europe 
and, for internal cyclical reasons, still falling in the United 
States, the conflict between domestic and external needs to which 
I drew your attention last year must be expected to become yet 
sharper. I can hut repeat that the possibility of such conflicts 
calls for the creation of adequate compensatory machinery. In 
1961 already, the monetary authorities of the industrial nations 
tried, through close bilateral and multilateral co-operation, to 
neutralize the effects of hot-money movements and to make ad
vance arrangements to absorb the shock of foreseeable future 
movements of this kind.

Bilateral co-operation took the form of agreements between 
central banks, including the Italian, generally to the effect that
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some of them might hold in their reserves currencies other 
than those traditionally used for this purpose. More specifically, 
these agreements also enabled reserve centres to substitute some 
of the major convertible currencies for gold in spot and forward 
interventions on exchange markets. Reciprocal facilities be
tween central banks have the advantage of speed, since they can 
be put into effect without cumbersome formal procedures; on 
the other hand, they are necessarily subject to certain quantita
tive limitations and, even when no definite time limit is set, can 
apply to the short run only and need to be refinanced with more 
stable resources in case the original disturbance should persist. 
Examples of effective central bank assistance are the facilities 
extended in the spring of 1961 to the Bank of England and, later 
that year and again in the early months of 1962, to the United 
States Treasury and Federal Reserve, who now propose to build 
up some foreign exchange balances of their own.

Multilateral co-operation between the industrial world’s 
monetary authorities, again with full Italian participation, has 
furnished the International Monetary Fund with supplementary 
resources of 6 billion dollars, to be drawn on, if necessary, by 
countries embarrassed by large-scale and sudden movements of 
short-term funds. The credits which the participating countries 
may be called upon to pnt at the Fund’s disposal by virtue of 
this agreement are repayable at the lender country’s request in 
case it should run into halance-of-payments difficulties.

Another important result of international monetary co-op
eration are the agreements between several central hanks and 
the Federal Reserve to lay down good-conduct rules for gold 
transactions and to co-ordinate gold purchases in London. The 
purpose of these agreements is clearly to mitigate the threats 
to international monetary equilibrium which derive from the 
existence of two channels through which monetary gold require
ments can he met, namely, the Federal Reserve and the London 
market, which latter, incidentally, is the meeting place not only 
of central bankers hut also of industrial users, private hoarders 
and speculators.
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Italy’s Balance of Payments.— The above general considera
tions are fully borne out by Italy’s economic experiences over 
the last ten years. Without any doubt at all, productivity was 
the most important single factor to contribute to the rapid ex
pansion of output in Italy. The same factor enhanced the com
petitive strength of Italian goods on foreign markets and thereby 
helped to increase exports at a pace fast enough to create a 
sound balance-of-payments position and to enable the country 
to escape at least one category of setbacks and uncertainties 
which might otherwise have handicapped domestic expansion.

The conspicuous rise in Italian productivity is attributable 
to the economies of scale which domestic growth and growing 
integration with world markets brought in their wake, in so far 
as they permitted the fuller utilization of existing plant and an 
increase in the size of firms. In the last analysis, that is, the rise 
in productivity was due to new investment and to the adoption 
of new and more efficient factor combinations.

Not all countries, of course, start out from the same posi
tion and it must be recognized that Italy was better placed in 
both respects than most other industrial countries, where for 
some time past firms have been bigger and the degree of capa
city utilization higher.

Another factor to work in Italy’s favour has been abundant 
labour supply, which helped to contain the rise in wages and 
provided durable support for such competitive advantages as 
Italian goods enjoyed abroad thanks to their quality and to 
energetic sales promotion.

Naturally, all these factors had the strongest impact on 
those sectors whose outlets were widened by steady foreign de
mand and where international competition, stimulated by im
port liberalization, called forth the modernization of obsolete 
plant and hence a cost reduction.

The view that successful foreign trade is the foundation of 
lasting domestic growth is certainly confirmed by the Italian ex
perience. Throughout the period 1950-61 exports were the most 
dynamic component of global demand; they increased at an
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annual average rate of 13.3 per cent in real terms, whereas in
vestment demand increased by 9.2, consumption demand by 4.8 
and total domestic demand by 5.8 per cent on the average over 
the twelve years.

However, as Italy is gradually closing the gap between her
self and the older industrial nations, we witness a diminution 
of those differences in the rate of increase of productivity and 
wages which, as we noted, were principally responsible for the 
rapid expansion of Italian exports.

Neither in 1960 nor in 1961 have the overall balance-of-pay
ments surpluses given rise to corresponding changes in official 
gold and convertible currency reserves. Part of the surpluses 
were transferred from the accounts of the Italian Exchange 
Office and of the Bank of Italy to those of commercial hanks, 
part of them were used to finance drawings on the IMF lire quota, 
and part of them to buy in Italian securities circulating abroad.

Of an overall surplus of 442 million dollars in 1960, 127 mil
lion went into official reserves, 268 million were transferred to 
the banking system and the rest was used to extinguish foreign 
debts or grant foreign credits.

In 1961 the overall surplus amounted to 577 million dollars 
and official reserves increased by 340 million; at the same time, 
82 million dollars were spent on purchasing Italian securities 
circulating abroad, and other official assets abroad grew by 195 
million dollars, principally as a result of the International Mon
etary Fund’s lending out lire. These increases owe something 
also to the fact that, contrary to what happened in 1960, the net 
foreign indebtedness of the banking system rose by 40 million 
dollars.

During the first quarter of 1962, Italy ran an overall bal
ance-of-payments deficit of 94 million dollars (according to for
eign exchange statistics), or just about as much as during the 
corresponding period last year. However, official reserves fell 
by rather more than that, namely, by 140 million dollars. The 
main reason was that the Italian Exchange Office again trans
ferred foreign exchange to the banking system.
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The banks’ net foreign position has hardly changed since 
the end of 1961. The monetary authorities have been anxious 
to prevent the banking system from becoming a channel through 
which hot money can flow into or out of the country, with all 
the disturbing effects such movements can have on international 
liquidity and on domestic liquidity formation. Nevertheless, the 
banks were still in a position to serve their clients with a consid
erable volume of credits for foreign transactions.

On March 31, 1962, outstanding credits of this kind amount
ed to 987 million dollars and they were to a large extent financed 
with foreign currency bought by the hanks from the Italian Ex
change Office against lire. Spot purchases from the Exchange 
Office and forward sales to it actually amounted to 664 million 
dollars at the same date, and the Exchange Office’s foreign cur
rency deposits with the banks to 113 million dollars. Adding to 
this another 5 million dollars of outright purchases by the hanks, 
the Italian Exchange Office in one form or another contributed 
782 million dollars to finance foreign exchange credits, the rest 
being financed by the banking system’s own holdings.

But while the Exchange Office’s sales of foreign currency 
to the banks enabled the latter to balance their foreign commit
ments, it also reduced their lire liquidity by a corresponding 
amount.

Realizing that some hanks were getting into a rather tight 
liquidity position in the course of 1961, the Bank of Italy stepped 
in, through the Italian Exchange Office, to ease the strain. What 
was done was to buy back some of the foreign exchange previ
ously sold to commercial banks and then to redeposit it with 
them. Transactions of this kind assumed their greatest volume 
towards the end of last year to relieve the seasonal pressure on 
hank liquidity; since then they have fallen off sharply.

The traditional methods by which the central hank increases 
or decreases hank liquidity were in this manner supplemented 
by a new device, which appears especially useful in the light of 
the fact that fiscal charges on commercial hills tend to restrict 
the use of this type of credit, so that the hanking system does
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not always dispose of sufficient quantities of rediscountable 
paper.

It has been noted earlier that the Italian Exchange Office 
repurchased fairly large amounts of Italian securities circulat
ing abroad. Altogether, the Exchange Office had in its portfolio 
on March 31, 1962, securities in the amount of 173 million dol
lars, 54 million Swiss francs and 19 million Dutch guilders, in 
addition to 12 billion lire’s worth of lire securities optionally 
payable in foreign currencies.

In January 1962 new provisions entered into force by virtue 
of which non-resident ordinary and capital accounts became 
freely intercommunicating in both directions. The effect was to 
remove any possibility of an unofficial lire rate different from 
the rate on the official exchange market. Since Italian bank 
notes reimported from abroad can be freely accredited to non
resident capital accounts and, via transfer to ordinary non-resi
dent accounts, transformed into foreign currency at the official 
rate, bank notes can no longer be quoted at any other but the of
ficial rate.

Other measures to give additional freedom to capital move
ments were taken in 1961, but it has not so far been possible to 
remove the restrictions on Italian residents’ purchases of for
eign shares, given the existing differences in fiscal assessment 
procedures applicable to Italian shares on the one hand, and to 
foreign shares on the other. Now that a new provision has been 
introduced under which income tax on dividends is withheld at 
the source, the extension of the applicability of this provision 
to foreign shares owned by Italian residents and duly deposited 
with the banks, may open the door to a further liberalization 
of equity investment.

During the second half of 1961 and the first quarter of this 
year large bond issues were floated on the Italian capital mar
ket by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
ment, the European Investment Bank and the Inter-American 
Development Bank. We note with especial pleasure that this was 
the first issue made by the Inter-American Development Bank
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and we regard it as proof of the close ties of friendship which, 
beyond those of an economic nature, link Italy with the nations 
of the Latin American continent. Nor is it to be excluded that 
the provisions of the new law on export credits may in practice 
lead the special credit institutes to raise on the capital market 
funds to finance or refinance economic aid to developing coun
tries.

Obviously, the possibility for the special credit institutes to 
finance both the so-called tied credits—tied, that is, to the export 
of Italian goods— and untied credits is limited by the need to 
distribute resources between domestic and foreign claimants. 
Mediocredito cannot provide more money than it has in its en
dowment fund, unless it were, itself, to turn to the capital 
market, where it would come up against the same limitations 
which the credit institutes also encounter.

As regards the cost of credits to foreign countries, it may, 
especially in the case of untied credits, seem expedient to keep 
interest charges lower than corresponds to the conditions of the 
capital market. But here again it must be stressed that, in case 
the government should consider such practices to be in the 
general interest, there is only one proper method suitable for 
the purpose, namely, adequate government subsidies either on 
capital or on interest account. It is incumbent upon the central 
bank to press home the point that to create means of payments 
cannot in any circumstances whatever be allowed to substitute 
for such subsidies; as the guardian of the currency, the Bank 
cannot evade its primary duty to maintain monetary equilibrium.

Prices, Production and the Sources of Finance.—  Turning 
now to domestic monetary equilibrium, we note that although 
since the middle of 1960 world raw material prices have had a 
tendency to fall, domestic wholesale prices on the contrary have 
recently had a tendency to rise.

During the first quarter of 1961, wholesale prices were sta
tionary; in the second quarter they declined a little and then 
they started to climb in a more and more pronounced manner.
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The determinant influence in these movements has come from 
fluctuations in the prices of agricultural and food products. 
These prices have been rising steadily throughout the last quar
ter of 1961 and again since the beginning of this year, and while 
the increase may have owed something to a crop failure here or 
there and, occasionally, to bad weather in vegetable- and fruit
growing districts, it has for the most part taken place in response 
to high domestic and foreign demand.

Wholesale prices for raw materials and manufactures were 
subject to some minor fluctuations last year, but the price level 
as a whole was stable, thanks to the offsetting effects of slightly 
falling raw-material and slightly rising product prices. These 
conflicting movements go back to the middle of 1960, when the 
rise in manufacturing costs began to overtake the increase in 
productivity in some sectors. Between March 1960 and March 
1962, raw material prices dropped by 3.6 per cent and the prices 
of manufactures rose by 3.1 per cent.

However, the stability of the general level of industrial 
prices throughout 1961 was followed, during the first quarter 
of this year, by a rise of 1.2 per cent, as a result of a certain 
slowing-down in the fall of raw material prices and a quicker 
advance of those of manufactures.

Retail prices and the cost of living have been climbing 
rather faster than wholesale prices. During the year ending on 
March 31, 1962, the wholesale price index rose by 2.2 per cent, 
the retail price index by 3.9 and the cost-of-living index by 5 
per cent.

It has been the customary pattern for a long time for 
retail prices to rise by about 2.5 per cent a year even in the pres
ence of a stable wholesale price index; hut these, as it were, 
habitual causes were recently reinforced by the slight upward 
movement of wholesale prices. In the event, the rise in the 
indices of retail prices and of the cost of living between March 
1961 and March 1962 was considerably in excess of the long-term 
trend.

It is true that food prices, in particular, recently felt the 
impact of some random causes; nevertheless, there remains an
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underlying strain in our price system, as a result of high do
mestic and foreign demand coupled with cost increases tenden- 
tially in excess of productivity improvements.

Our economic system again gave proof of its remarkable 
capacity to expand supply. It is common knowledge by now 
that the excellent results of 1961 raised Italy’s national income 
by 7.9 per cent in real terms and her production curve well above 
the trend line over the last ten years of strong expansion. Fur
thermore, the rate of increase of output speeded up during the 
second half of the year and more especially during the last few 
months.

The index of industrial production, the annual average of 
which rose by 9.1 per cent last year in comparison with the an
nual average of 1960, stood about 15 per cent higher in December 
last year than twelve months earlier. During the last quarter 
of 1961 overall output was more than 5 per cent above the an
nual average.

Looking separately at the major components of global de
mand, in terms of current prices and with reference to the last 
quarter of 1960, export demand is seen to have risen by 22 per 
cent, domestic investment demand by 16 and consumption de
mand by 9 per cent.

The value of fixed investment in industry rose by 21.5 per 
cent between 1960 and 1961. Machinery purchases alone increas
ed by 25.4 per cent over the year.

Nearly all branches of industry expanded their investment 
last year, but particularly so the iron and steel, engineering 
and chemical industries as well as petroleum refineries, which 
together were responsible for more than 45 per cent of total fixed 
investment in industry.

Although industrial companies, generally speaking, were 
engaged in large-scale programmes of plant extension, their fi
nancial position was on the whole satisfactory, although certain 
aspects of abundant liquidity, which had been so marked in 1960, 
began to disappear.

External sources of finance last year furnished industrial 
companies with 80 billion lire less new money than in 1960, na
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mely, 726 billion as against 806. The contraction was wholly due 
to the companies’ reduced direct recourse to the market in the 
form of bond and share issues; the drop from 627 billion lire 
in 1960 to 487 billion in 1961 was not fully offset by the special 
credit institutes’ new industrial assets in the amount of 239 bil
lion lire, as against 179 billion in 1960.

At the same time industrial investment expanded by 281 
billion lire last year, as shown by the national accounts. The 
cumulative effect of the higher investment expenditure and the 
reduction in the flow of external funds to the industrial sector 
works out at something like 360 billion lire ; if, in these circum
stances, the liquidity position of industrial companies were to 
have remained the same as in 1960, they would have had to find 
an additional sum of like amount from self-financing.

This would have implied a further acceleration of the already 
very high rate of increase of self-financing, but instead the rate 
of increase slowed down a little. It follows that the investment 
requirements of industrial companies last year were met by a 
steady increase of short-term indebtedness to the banks.

This development was more pronounced in the case of the 
larger companies and those engaged in large-scale extension and 
modernization programmes. Our usual survey of major joint 
stock companies in fact shows their gross fixed investment last 
year to have been 35 per cent in excess of the 1960 figure and 
therefore well above average. These are the companies which 
are most sensitive to changes in the financial equilibrium and 
also those in which rising wages tend to push up labour cost. 
It is they which have suffered most from the slowing down of 
the rate of increase of profits available for self-financing.

Housing construction last year absorbed a total of 1,192 
billion lire of investment, compared with 1,101 billion in 1960. 
As a result mainly of the reduction in INA-Casa investment, the 
public funds reaching the building sector fell off from 223 bil
lion lire in 1960 to 176 billion in 1961. Housing investment fi
nanced from private sources correspondingly rose from 878 to 
1,016 billion lire, to which the special credit institutes contributed
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mortgage loans in the amount of 248 billion, as against 142 bil
lion the year before. In its turn, short-term borrowing from the 
banks increased considerably, especially in the form of credits 
to construction firms and prefinance for mortgage loans. In glo
bal terms, the inflow of market funds fully covered private in
vestment demand, and private saving directly invested in hous
ing remained roughly equal in the two years at around 600 bil
lion lire annually.

After this brief review of the sources of finance for invest
ment in the two broad sectors of industry and housing, last 
year’s changes in the overall situation of private investment, 
and sources of finance therefor, will he understood more readily.

As in 1959 and 1960, investment financed from private 
sources again increased at a higher rate than investment fi
nanced with public funds. Private investment rose by 16.4 per 
cent last year, from 3,454 to 4,022 billion lire, and public invest
ment by 3.4 per cent from 1,292 to 1,336 billion. In comparison 
with 1959, private investment was up 43.7 and public investment
17.6 per cent.

In 1960 the conspicuous investment increment was for the 
most part financed by exceptionally large direct issues on the 
market and loans from special credit institutes (which increased 
from 629 to 1,224 billion lire over the year); in addition self- 
financing by firms increased considerably.

In 1961 the situation was quite different. At 1,255 billion 
lire, external funds were only very slightly higher than the year 
before, and if the large increase in mortgage loans is excluded, 
there was even a slight contraction. On the other hand, direct 
investment of private saving in housing remained almost station
ary and the slowly growing funds of self-financing could make 
hut little contribntion towards meeting the higher investment de
mand. As a result, the net short-term indebtedness of industry 
to the hanks increased and this was in part reflected in the bank
ing system’s higher loan/deposit and loan/liability ratios; bas
ically, however, the increased borrowing was backed by higher 
deposits as a result of an improvement in the income and liq
uidity position of the consumer public.
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In fact, bank resources grew last year at an even faster rate 
than in 1960, thanks above all to the larger flow of funds into 
savings deposits, which increased by 14.5 per cent in 1960 and 
by 17.2 per cent in 1961; at the same time, the rate of increase 
of current accounts rose from 16.4 to 16.9 per cent.

In connection with the strong expansion of production re
quiring more working capital and also with the higher demand 
for funds to prefinance intensive investment, bank assets grew 
by 20.1 per cent—just a little less than the exceptional rate 
of 1960.

Notwithstanding the large increase in deposits, the banking 
system therefore experienced a growing strain, which was re
lieved, as we already noted, by liquidity injections from the 
Bank of Italy, mainly in the form of repurchase of foreign ex
change against lire.

In this manner the banking system was kept liquid enough 
to meet the demands deriving from the system’s own growing 
integration with the whole body of productive activity and trade.

The central bank’s policy of sustaining and encouraging a 
balanced credit expansion found expression in yet another meas
ure. In view of the persisting balance-of-balance surplus and 
of the satisfactory cash position of the Treasury, it was found 
possible a few months ago to ease bank liquidity all round by 
reducing the ratio of compulsory reserves to deposits from 25 
to 22.5 per cent.

As in 1960, market liquidity was to a large extent provided 
by the expansion of short-term credits to the private sector. 
The foreign sector was responsible for liquidity creation in the 
amount of 363 billion lire as compared with 269 billion in 1960, 
while for the third successive year the liquidity effects of Treas
ury operations were negligible.

Total liquid assets at the disposal of the market, which con
sist for the overwhelming part of currency circulation, current 
accounts and savings deposits, increased by 16.3 per cent in 1961, 
compared with 13.9 per cent in 1960. Secondary liquidities in 
the form of quasi-money increased proportionately more than
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primary liquidities, monetary circulation and current accounts 
together having grown by 15.7 per cent, as against 13.6 per cent 
in 1960.

With the more rapid rise both of incomes and turnover in 
1961, the monetary circulation also increased at the faster rate 
of 11.8 per cent during the year ending November 1961, as 
against 8.9 per cent during 1959 and 1960. The exceptional ac
cumulation of holidays at the end of December led to a peak 
which then flattened out again in January.

By the end of 1961 the monetary circulation had risen by 
altogether 14.6 per cent, but since then the rate of increase has 
returned to normal and now keeps in step, at a slightly higher 
level, with the rate of expansion of output and turnover.

The increase in liquid assets of which we have spoken found 
its counterpart in a strong rise of the private sector’s indebted
ness, mainly to the banking system. Short-term credits to the 
private sector amounted in 1961 to 1,371 billion lire, as compared 
with 1,189 billion in 1960; the corresponding percentage in
creases in the two years were 20.6 and 21.7.

The market as a whole may he subdivided into the two broad 
categories of consumers and producers; the latter, as has al
ready been noted, found themselves in a rather less liquid posi
tion last year than in 1960, with the result that their net indebt
edness to the banking system increased. The liquidity incre
ments of 1961 therefore accrued entirely to consumption econo
mies, which indeed improved their liquidity position considerably.

The total of money supply and finance funds grew last year 
by 3,599 billion lire, of which 1,699 billion were attributable to 
the expansion of short-term credit and the remaining 1,900 to 
medium- and long-term credit in the form of bond and share 
issues, loans and mortgages.

Although liquid asset formation was well in excess of the 
expansion of short-term credit in 1961—to be precise, by 486 bil
lion lire which were transferred to the capital market— last 
year’s annual expansion of medium- and long-term credits fell 
short of the expansion of short-term ones.
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The Capital Market, the Special Credit Institutes and Their 
Relations with the Banking System.— There was some change 
last year in the relative amounts raised by industrial companies 
directly on the capital market and those raised by special credit 
institutes. All in all, the capital market provided roughly 1,300 
billion lire in both these last two years, but while equity issues 
accounted for 37 per cent of the total in 1960, their share dropped 
to 32 per cent in 1961. Bond issues by special credit institutes 
were very active and provided 685 billion lire, or 215 billion 
more than in 1960. Their share in total fixed-interest security 
issues, excluding Treasury Bills, rose from 54 per cent (470 bil
lion out of a total of 877) in 1960 to 75 per cent (685 billion out 
of a total of 917) in 1961. Conversely, the share of industrial 
bonds and debentures dropped from 22 to 10 per cent. The gov
ernment raised money for public investment through the special 
credit institutes, which placed bonds in the amount of 148 bil
lion lire for this purpose last year, as against 40 billion in 1960.

The special credit institutes’ increased claims on the mar
ket were a response, in part, to the credit demand of firms in 
connection with their investment programmes, but in part also 
to the credit demand induced by the progressive spreading of the 
system of government contributions to interest charges, as a 
means of promoting ventures regarded as deserving of public 
support. To some extent, of course, the institutes’ increased 
fund-raising activity was also a matter of deliberate financial 
policy, in so far as greater responsibilities devolve upon them 
when the Treasury uses them as intermediaries.

All in all, the special credit institutes granted new credits 
in the amount of some 900 billion lire last year, which corre
sponds to an increase of 24.3 per cent over credits outstanding 
at the end of 1960. Two thirds of the increment are attributable 
to the second half of the year.

Privileged credits, that is, those eligible under Law No. 623 
for government subsidies towards interest charges, rose consid
erably in 1961 and show every sign of continuing to do so this 
year. The figures were 50 billion lire in 1960, 128 billion in 1961,
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and at the end of March this year privileged credits outstanding 
amounted to 212 billion lire, while applications for a total of 
435 billion worth of such credits had been approved; this left 
a balance of more than 200 billion still to be paid out, half of 
it by the three southern institutes.

The outlook for this year is that special credit institutes 
will again exercise a rising demand for capital funds, especially 
through bond issues. They will need these funds to meet the 
claims made upon them by public investment for economic and 
social purposes, by the foreseeable volume of privileged-credit 
demand induced by the government subsidies to interest charges, 
and by the expansion of credit to industry and to foreign coun
tries in the various admitted forms.

The cross-currents between special credit institutes and the 
ordinary banking system have been assuming growing impor
tance. During the last two years, when the activities of the 
special credit institutes expanded so fast as to raise their opera
tions by more than 1,500 billion lire, banks and banking associa
tions stepped up their supply of funds (by 208 billion in 1960 and 
by 315 in 1961) to about one third of the additional resources 
needed each year by the medium- and long-term credit institutes.

But there were some internal shifts last year, both as re
gards the type of funds provided by the hanking system and the 
form in which it provided them. Bond issues for Treasury ac
count increased, and so did the banking system’s subscriptions 
to them. Furthermore, the banks furnished increased amounts 
through overdrafts on current account, thereby largely prefi
nancing bond issues, in so far as the overdrafts bridged the time 
gap between the date of issue and the moment when the proceeds 
can technically become available.

On the other hand, banks and banking associations provided 
a smaller share—81 per cent as against 37 in 1960— of the re
sources required for the special credit institutes’ ordinary opera
tions, excluding, that is, operations for Treasury account and 
stockpiling finance. Even so, the banks provided more for 
this purpose in absolute figures, namely, 254 billion lire as
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against 219 in 1960. In the aggregate, the funds transferred by 
the hanks to the medium- and long-term credit sector amounted 
to almost one tenth of total bank resources at the end of 1961.

It may be of interest to note the growing tendency to extend 
the faculty to issue bonds against long-term loans to credit in
stitutes and special bank sections so far lacking this faculty. 
The result is that, in spite of the increased absorption or short
term funds by the medium- and long-term credit sector, the sepa
ration of the latter from ordinary credit is ultimately reinforced. 
The wider and more functional structure of the special credit 
sector, which has grown so much since the war, contributes much 
to the interregional mobility of capital—to some extent also 
with the help of the branch network of the big banks which, 
together with their special credit sections, permeate the whole 
national territory.

The large bond issues of 1961 had a distinctly depressing 
effect on bond prices, which are now back to the level of late 
1959. Only government bonds improved slightly; the rest de
clined and have still been giving way since the beginning of 
this .year.

In the light of current prospects, what is needed above all 
else is clearly that the capital market should he flexible; in 
other words, it must be easy to transfer funds from one category 
of uses to another and to channel them to those uses which ap
pear most in the general interest. We need measures, therefore, 
to heighten the response of the market and of market rates of 
interest to the lead given by the monetary authorities. This 
means in effect that we need to tie short rates more closely to 
medium and long rates and to create in our country a money 
market in which the Treasury, the central bank and the bank
ing system interchange funds at variable prices, according to 
the balance of supply and demand. The purpose of such meas
ures is to improve the machinery through which the money and 
capital markets interconnect and to enhance the interdependence 
of the respective rates of interest.

But ultimately security issues cannot be placed elsewhere 
than with savers. It follows that the size of new issues must
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be tailored to tbe foreseeable supply of new saving. The investi
gations which precede new issues will have to become more selec
tive without, of course, any presumption of wishing to lay down 
the direction of total new investment—of which, after all, only 
about one quarter is financed through the capital market. The 
broader task of deciding upon the distribution of the country’s 
whole resources will be incumbent upon those authorities which 
are responsible for general planning.

Security issues will, of course, be easier to place in the meas
ure in which the dimensions of the capital market grow. Further
more, even wide fluctuations in the volume and composition of 
the total of securities outstanding on the market will be more 
readily acceptable once the domestic capital market is in com
munication with capital markets abroad.

All this underlines the need for a policy to ennance the 
flexibility of the capital market, so as to fashion it into an 
efficient instrument of finance for a process of steady and self- 
sustained growth. It would not fit into such a policy to fall into 
the trap of believing that balanced growth can be promoted 
through a limitation of the public authorities’ discretion' to 
authorize or not to authorize new issues in the light of market 
conditions. Nor would it be right to expand the system of privi
leged credits unduly. In our view, credits of this kind are a

fir,

proper policy instrument so long as the purpose is to even out 
certain unbalances; but we also believe that, just because privi
leged credits are a means to correct unbalances, they should be 
applied in a selective manner, that is, concentrated in the re
gions and sectors which need special incentives. Applied indis
criminately, they would fail to serve the purpose for which they 
were intended and would merely become a factor of rigidity on 
the market.

The need for a veil-functioning and flexible capital market 
is underlined by considerations based 011 international compar
isons, such as were conducted very thoroughly by the Bank last 
year.

It must be said that our—and, for that matter, the Ger
man—capital market have shown reserves of strength which
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have allowed them to grow more vigorously than the capital 
markets of other countries. If we measure the size of a capital 
market by the relevant flows, the expansion of ours over the last 
ten years was more than fourfold. In Italy, the ratio of secu
rity issues to fixed investment was 26.9 per cent during the three- 
year period 1959-61; in Germany, the ratio was 14.4 per cent, 
in France 11.3, in the United Kingdom 9.6, in the Netherlands
13.5 and in Belgium 31.9 per cent. It follows that in Italy the 
market in which security issues are placed has furnished far 
and away the largest proportion of the capital used for fixed 
investment, with the sole exception of Belgium, where govern
ment and other public agencies were responsible for the high 
level of security issues.

Similar conclusions can he reached by measuring the size 
of the capital market in terms of gross domestic product. Again 
it will be seen that during the period 1959-61 the proportion of 
the latter transformed into fixed investment by the capital mar
ket was larger in Italy than in any other country, namely 6.2 
per cent, in comparison with 8.4 per cent in Germany, 2.0 in 
France, 1.3 in the United Kingdom, 3.3 in the Netherlands and
5.6 in Belgium. Time series of the same ratios show that the 
upward movement was strongest in Italy. All in all, onr capital 
market has demonstrated singular vigour and has proved its 
worth as an effective instrument of a policy designed to expand 
investment.

International comparisons also show that the amount of 
funds passing through a country’s capital market is highly sen
sitive to cyclical influences, tending to grow in periods of rising 
incomes and to contract in recessions.

Over the last ten years, all categories of issuers of bonds 
and shares have exercised a strong, if fluctuating, demand for 
funds. The total of issues has always been determined to a 
conspicuous extent by the claims made on the market by those 
categories which have no other way of raising funds except by 
the issue of fixed-interest-bearing securities. The latter, inci
dentally, have almost everywhere been the predominant instru
ments, with the sole exception of France, and have in most
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major capital markets accounted for 70 per cent or more of 
total issues.

All this, however, still leaves unimpaired the dominant 
position of shares in the composition of the total value of secu
rities outstanding; on the contrary, thanks largely to the 
prevailing trend of stock market prices, the proportion of equi
ties has risen in most cases. In aiw event, the distribution of 
security ownership differed widely from country to country at 
the end of the period under consideration.

A  last important point that emerges from international 
comparisons is that in some countries the hanks sustain the 
bond market with large funds. In Germany, for example, the 
ratio of bank investments in fixed-interest securities to bank 
deposits amounted to 12.1 per cent at the end of 1961. In the 
United Kingdom the hanks’ portfolio of government securities 
has been contracting in relative terms and amounted to 19 per 
cent of deposits at the same date.

All in all, in the international context the Italian capital 
market is seen as one whose part in financing investment and 
hence economic growth can well stand comparison with that 
played by the capital markets of the most advanced countries. 
Its expansion can therefore hardly he expected to proceed at 
the fast rate of the past. It is also true to say that the hanking 
system’s support of the stock market, calculated in terms of 
the ratio of bank investments in fixed-interest securities either 
to bank deposits or to total security circulation, is rather high 
in Italy in comparison with other countries.

Finally, we should learn the lesson that, just because the 
Italian capital market has become an efficient instrument, the 
monetary authorities cannot and must not evade the heavy re
sponsibility of keeping it in sound condition or even of improv
ing upon it. But no capital market in the world could ever 
provide hospitality for large bond issues unless the government’s 
policy created confidence in monetary stability.

The Money Market and the Banking System.— Last January, 
as I have already recalled, we lowered the compulsory reserve 
ratio. This was fully consistent with a line of monetary policy 
which my predecessor, Dr. Menichella, defined as early as 1949,
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when he said: ” The instruments which we have created and
applied, at times, for certain purposes, must be ready to be 
applied also for opposite purposes ”— a point which he drove 
home more than once in recent years. With this measure we 
have set free about 200 billion lire, and in our view these should 
allow hank credit to expand about two-and-a-lialf times as much. 
We took this step in the conviction that our balance-of-payments 
position will remain such as to permit an expansionary measure 
apt to enable the credit system to give further support to the 
economy’s growth without pushing up interest rates. Given the 
rising tide of rates in other countries, it was our intention, 
among other things, to contain the rise of interest rates in the 
bond market.

The measures by which short-term rates can he controlled 
are more effective in regulating economic activity in general 
when they are seen to have an impact also on long- and medium- 
term rates. The money market must he so organized that this 
can happen, and only when it does will the changes in hank 
liquidity due to the change in the reserve ratio have their full 
effect.

Furthermore, it is only when money rates respond promptly 
to liquidity changes that it becomes possible to promote such 
flows of short-term capital towards or from foreign countries 
as may he required to compensate balance-of-payments disequi- 
libria.

Suppose, for example, that some country has large halance- 
of-payments surpluses and that the monetary authorities create 
a corresponding volume of liquidity. When this additional liqui
dity comes to weigh on the money market, it immediately brings 
down money rates, with two results. Part of the excess liqui
dity is transferred abroad in search of higher money rates, and 
the reduction of interest rates spreads from the money to the 
capital market, where the resulting lower capital costs have 
an expansionary influence on investment decisions. But in the 
absence of prompt repercussions on long rates, fluctuations in 
the short rate would have an effect only on international mon
etary movements.
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We believe it essential that we should bring every effort 
to bear on the maintenance of an efficient capital market on 
which to place new issues which, subject only to minor price 
fluctuations, provide the necessary capital funds for the large- 
scale investment programmes of both the public and the private 
sector. In pursuing this objective, we have in mind the experi
ences of others, especially in so far as they go to show that an 
increase in the quantity of easily monetizable securities often 
weakens the effectiveness of monetary controls.

Nor mnst it be overlooked, in planning for a sound money 
and capital market, that in the Italian banking system as it 
is at present there is no functional relationship between Treas
ury Bill issues and the Treasury’s cash needs. Excess liquidity 
simply flows into the Treasury, and the balance of its current 
account with the Bank of Italy is apt to convey a false picture 
of financial ease.

It should be added that to issue Treasury Bills in unlimited 
quantities and at a rate of interest fixed for long periods, may, 
at times of abundant liquidity, reduce the incentive for the 
banks to look for productive employment of their resources, 
precisely because the hanks can invest their liquid funds at will 
in a security which can always he transformed into money and 
from which they obtain a constant yield not immediately sub
ject to the influence of changing market conditions.

The present system, therefore, reduces the incentive to ad
just the rate of productive lending to the level of liquidity which 
the monetary authorities think it right to leave on the market; 
but it also prevents the Treasury from borrowing at interest 
rates in line with the balance of supply and demand on the 
money market.

In these circumstances, we believe it would be of advantage 
if the authorities responsible, together with banks and hanking 
associations, were to consider some change in the present system 
of unlimited Treasury Bill issues, independent of the Treasury’s 
cash needs. The present system might well he replaced by an
other, in wide use abroad, under which Treasury Bills are 
issued periodically and in quantities corresponding to the
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Treasury’s cash needs. I f liquidity is abundant, rates of in
terest will fall; in the contrary case, they will rise. I f  the 
monetary authorities should wish abundant liquidity to bring 
down the yields of medium- and long-term securities, this will 
be facilitated by the fact that bank resources, no longer able 
to flow to the Treasury in unlimited quantity and at constant 
yield, will instead reach the current accounts of the central 
bank, where yields are minute. As a result, hanks will have 
more immediate incentives to look for more fruitful employment 
of their funds, which may then well be channelled into medium- 
and long-term securities.

The best innovation to introduce might he to replace the 
present system of tap issues by monthly quotas. The issue price 
of each monthly quota would, as a general rule, he aligned to 
Bank Rate, and at that price the banks could obtain all the 
Treasury Bills they need to fill up their compulsory reserves. 
Anything left over could then he taken up by the hanks either 
as investment for their own liquid reserves or on behalf of their 
clients. The quotas would be allocated to the highest tenders.

Our credit system is adequate to ensure the flow of funds 
from one part of the country to another; the big hanks, which 
operate all over the country, move sizeable funds into the less 
developed areas. Excluding southern banks, the big banks’ 
loan/deposit ratio in the mainland south was 76.7 per cent in 
1960 and 77.7 per cent in 1961, whereas the same banks loan / 
deposit ratio over the country as a whole was 75.4 and 76.7 per 
cent, respectively. The divergence becomes even more evident 
if the islands are taken into account. The big hanks’ loan/deposit 
ratio in Sicily was 108.3 per cent in 1960 and 108.9 per cent 
in 1961; in Sardinia, it was 86.8 and 92.9 per cent, respectively. 
The ratios are lower if southern hanks are included in the com
putation, but then they refer to the lending operations of the 
banks as such, without their special credit sections. Including 
these latter, it would seem that the southern banks generously 
fulfil their task of helping the economy of their own regions.

Another part of the country where loan funds tend to concen
trate is, obviously, Lombardy, where the loan/deposit ratio of
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nation-wide banks was 86.5 per cent in 1960 and 88.0 per cent 
in 1961. However, the statistics of the geographical distribution 
of credit do not tell the whole story of the ultimate destination 
of the credits granted. Milan, for example, is the headquarters 
of a large number of nation-wide companies. The head office 
takes up the credit, but the borrowed funds may then be spread 
all over the country. We do not have the necessary statistical 
materials, as yet, to determine the geographical distribution of 
credit flows with a sufficient degree of approximation, hut at least 
we know that we would go seriously wrong in interpreting these 
statistics as true indicators of the ultimate destination of the 
credits granted.

Apart from moving flows of money across the country, our 
banking system also has facilities for large-scale internal move
ments of funds through interbank accounts. The magnitudes 
involved are really large now. On December 31, 1961, the total 
of funds which all categories of banks except the six largest had 
deposited with other banks amounted to 1,077 billion lire ; at the 
same date, the same banks, again without the six largest, had 
themselves 530 billion lire in interbank deposits. The rest had 
gone to the six largest banks.

Clearly the smaller banks, and especially those operating 
in only one province or one region (the former had deposited 
255 billion and received deposits of 46, and the latter had de
posited 291 billion and received deposits of 82) have more funds 
than they can employ directly, and the big banks, with offices 
all over the country, act as depositories for a sort of central 
cash pool for the smaller ones by lending out not only their own 
funds, but also part of those which the smaller banks collect.

This puts two heavy responsibilities on the shoulders of the 
big banks. One of them is that they must at all times maintain 
a sufficiently large and flexible cash reserve to discharge the tasks 
which the smaller banks seem to shift onto the big ones by such 
deposits. In this, we believe, the big banks have not failed. 
Liquid bank assets in the form of Treasury Bills are almost 
entirely in the hands of the six big banks. This explains why 
the central bank at times came to the rescue more particularly
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of these banks by recreating lire liquidity through the repur
chase of foreign exchange. It was by no means a case of trying 
to holster the big banks’ competitive position vis-a-vis the small 
and medium ones, but of enabling the former to administer effi
ciently the cash pool entrusted to them by the latter.

The second responsibility is that the big banks nmst not 
pay for the smaller banks’ deposits a rate of interest high enough 
to push up the cost of borrowing for the whole banking system. 
These interest rates should move parallel with money rates; if, 
then, the central hank wished abundant liquidity to bring down 
money rates in order to provide an incentive for the productive 
employment of bank resources, the big banks which administer 
the joint cash pool ought to follow suit.

All this suggests that it will become necessary to tighten 
control over interbank accounts if we are to create a well or
ganized money market, in which money flows become more mo
bile and in which the conditions of borrowing and lending re
spond readily to the intentions of the monetary authorities. I do 
not mean that we wish to suppress the phenomena which come 
about through the intermediary of interbank accounts. But, 
should we ever become convinced that the flows moving through 
this channel carry with them the seeds of a general rise in the 
cost of borrowing in contradiction to the monetary authorities’ 
intentions, then we shall not hesitate, among other measures, 
to insert ourselves into these flows.

Our policy with respect to interest rates, both for borrowing 
and for lending, has always been to prefer those types of re
straint which work through agreements among the hanks them
selves. We have no intention of suddenly adopting the kind of 
intransigent attitudes for which we sometimes chide our col
leagues in the hanks, and we shall resist the proposals, which 
are often made to us, to adopt coercive controls which, in our 
view, are humiliating both for those who impose and for those 
who are subject to them. On the other hand, we shall not shrink 
from using the instruments which modern monetary policy puts 
into our hands, because we believe them to be more effective 
than admonishments and threats. In any event, we have every
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confidence in the reasonable behaviour of bank managers faced 
with narrow margins between cost and revenue.

The narrowing of the margin between borrowing and lend
ing rates is bound, from time to time, to engage the attention 
of even the busiest bank manager, but it is also the most eloquent 
possible demonstration of the existing keen competition in the 
banking world. I f we compare effective debtor and creditor 
interest rates in the case o f some of our big hanks and in that 
of comparable credit institutes in foreign countries reputedly 
more open to competition, the spread is probably narrower in 
Italy. We hope to carry this investigation further with the help 
of some other central banks and through the exchange of confi
dential information; but even such fragmentary material as 
we have at hand allows of some reasonably reassuring conclu
sions.

The further extension of the branch network of banks is 
another matter where we would wish some self-restraint to be 
introduced by agreement within the banking associations. We 
continue to believe that this is the method which can best pro
tect the system against outside influences and ensure a balanced 
distribution of various categories of banking institutions, such 
as to make room for the coexistence of decision centres at differ
ing removes from headquarters and thereby to avoid the draw
backs of excessive concentration. But should the banks, by ill 
fortune, fail to come to an agreement, we shall again not shirk 
our responsibilities, and the choices we shall be called upon to 
make will obviously not be uninfluenced by our judgement of 
the individual banks’ willingness to tow the line.

Our economy is now much more mature than it used to 
be and this must eventually be reflected in the credit system. 
In common accord we shall have to fashion instruments of mon
etary and financial policy fit for a country intent on further pro
gress and on making good use of the fruits of progress.

From what we have said before it will be evident that our 
success in creating a continuously expanding capital market, 
the banks’ support of the capital market, our steady improve
ment in the organization of our banking system and credit insti
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tutes and their mutual collaboration, have given us what we 
may rightly call a modern credit system. It is, of course, still 
in evolution and certainly not free from elements of emulation, 
and we all want it to continue on the road of progress. On onr 
part we count, as before, on your whole-hearted collaboration. 
Our preferred method is that of open discussion and, through 
it, o f mutual persuasion. Even more than in the past we hope 
to avail ourselves of your counsel, but on occasion we shall have 
to call upon your good will in complying with a discipline not 
imposed, but freely accepted in view of its fitness to further the 
common weal.

We have outlined the developments which we believe to be 
apt to safeguard the proper functioning of the capital market 
and to create an efficient money market. We have done so because 
these objectives cannot he realised in practice without the full 
and deliberate collaboration of those who operate in the fields 
of credit and finance.

But a word of warning may he indicated. To say that valu
able contributions can be made through the improvement of 
suitable instruments and through the search for every promising 
opening for their application does not mean that we may lose 
sight of the fact that these contributions as snch can in no way 
make good any weakening or disappearance of the basic condi
tions of a continued high rate of growth.

Other countries’ experiences go to show that one of the es
sential determinants of a high rate of growth is a strong compe
titive position in foreign markets, to be achieved primarily 
through notable productivity increases.

These lessons are confirmed by Italy’s own experience, hoth 
as regards the conditions which have allowed our goods to 
establish themselves abroad and as regards the primary impor
tance which foreign demand has assumed in the last decade as 
an element of support for the Italian economy.

At present there is a process afoot in our economy which 
tends to raise labour costs more than productivity. At stable 
price levels, this compromises our firms’ self-financing capacity
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and ultimately heightens their dependence on outside sources 
of finance, as is clearly evidenced by their greater recourse to 
bank credit. The same tendency is apparent in the growing loan 
applications to special credit institutes.

At the same time, the volume of investment planned by the 
public sector in excess of its own saving tends to expand, so that 
the public sector, too, has to incur more debts. These again large
ly converge upon the special credit institutes, which cannot, 
in their turn, pay out more funds unless they float more bond 
issues in the capital market. I f both company saving and public 
saving are insufficient for expanding investment, there is obvi
ously only one way to re-establish equilibrium, and that is to 
raise private saving. This has in fact happened to some extent 
in 1961.

However much our capital market may have grown, it can
not gain immunity from the repercussions of large disparities 
between the rate of increase of investment, on the one hand, and 
of the rate of increase of self-financing funds, on the other. 
This holds especially in so far as the capital market is, for insti
tutional and conventional reasons, qualitatively subdivided into 
several, and only partly intercommunicating, compartments.

Furthermore, changes in the composition of investment 
together with the nature of the investing agency may create sec
toral imbalances on the capital market. The nature and size 
of some agencies lead them to look for funds primarily on the 
capital market, and to do so, moreover, by means of specific 
security issues; if investment by such agencies should grow 
relatively more, then the particular compartment of the capital 
market involved may experience serious difficulties even if the 
additional claims on it are not so large in the overall view.

I have described the means by which we propose to improve 
the flexibility of the capital market and to facilitate the transfer 
of funds from the money to the capital market; but these meas
ures can obviously resolve only short-term problems and cannot 
make good any deficiency of real saving. Should inadequate 
saving fail to be compensated by a scaling down of investment, 
the measures we have in mind would simply impose a strain on
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monetary equilibrium. We do certainly have the intention of 
putting at the disposal of the economy an efficient market where 
capital circulates freely and can be channelled into the most 
productive uses or at any rate into uses in line with programmes 
considered to be in the public interest; on the other hand we 
shall do nothing which might interfere with the level of liquidity 
at the cost of blurring the dividing line between liquidity and 
saving.

To sum up, I  would say that while the process of financing 
production and investment may derive great benefits from the 
existence of an efficient and flexible market capable of overcom
ing partial and sectoral diseqnilibria, this process is ultimately 
conditioned by real factors pertaining to the primary sources of 
the formation of saving. In the last analysis, the process remains 
in the safekeeping of the nation’s willingness to save and of a 
sagacious apportionment of the private and the public sectors’ 
needs with a view to containing them within the limits of dis
posable saving.

XI. The Bank’s Activities and Balance Sheet

Anxious to he possessed of yet more precise information for 
the assessment of monetary developments, the Bank of Italy 
proceeded last year to a thorough reappraisal of the significance 
and composition of all items figuring in its own balance sheet 
and in that of the Italian Exchange Office. The purpose was to 
break down the accounts by sectors and to make them additive, 
so as to gain a full conspectus of the details of both institutes’ 
transactions and combined position.

This has led to considerable refinement in the reclassifica
tion of the items in the Bank’s balance sheet. The composition 
of all items is now rearranged by sectors and, what is more, 
rearranged in complete concordance with the new pattern of 
Italian Exchange Office accounts, which formerly reflected 
merely the broad division between advances to the Treasury 
and operations in gold and foreign exchange. It is especially 
useful that the consolidation of the balance sheets of the two
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institutes has furnished some missing elements for a full and 
systematic analysis of the changes in individual items, and par
ticularly also of some additional ones which have displayed con
siderable variations in the course of 1961, so that we now have 
a complete and clear picture of all the interventions having a 
bearing on liquidity control (operations deriving from Italy’s 
membership in the International Monetary Fund and the Ex
change Office’s transactions with the banking system). I f the 
year’s changes are considered sector by sector, it will be seen 
that of an additional 387 billion lire of foreign assets last year 
(101 billion in 1960), 110 billion are accounted for by IMF draw
ings on the lire quota (none in 1960). It will also he seen that 
of 260 billion lire (30 in 1960) of additional loans to banks, 192 
(compared with a contraction of 3 billion in 1960) are attribu
table to credits by the Italian Exchange Office (see Table 28).

T a b le  28
Selected Items from the Consolidated Balance Sheet 
of the Bank of Italy and the Italian Exchange Office

(annual changes in 'billion lire)

I t e m s
I 9 6 0 1 9  6 1

Credit Debit Balance Credit Debit Balance

Public sector ( 1 ) ..................................... -  67.9 -  1.4 -  66.5 -  77.1 87.0 -  164.1
Foreign sector ( 1 ) .................................. 108.8 7.8 101.0 281.2 -  106.2 387.4

of which: I M F .................................. — — — — -  109.5 109.5
Miscellaneous accounts......................... 5.8 -  7.6 13.4 6.8 47.6 -  40.8
Note circulation..................................... — 186.8 -  186.8 — 355.1 -  355.1
Special credit institutes...................... 3.8 — 3.8 24.5 — 24.5
Banks ........................................................ 29.8 -  105.3 135.1 259.5 111.4 148.1

of which: Italian Exchange Office 
credits .................................................. -  3.4 — -  3.4 191.7 191.7

(1) Net of 62.8 billion lire for gold revaluation in February 1960.

Brief sectoral analysis reveals that the net increase in dis
bursements last year, namely, 355 billion lire representing the 
expansion of the note circulation, is the resultant of additional 
credit entries in the amount of 671 billion lire (387 billion foreign 
assets and 284 billion lending to the credit system) and additional 
debit ones in the amount of 316 billion (164 from the Treasury,
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I l l  from hank deposits and 41 miscellaneous accounts). The 
analogous net increase of 187 billion lire in 1960 was made up of 
credit entries of 253 billion (101 billion net lending to the for
eign sector and 34 in the credit system, 105 billion bank deposits 
and 13 miscellaneous accounts) and debit ones of 66 billion 
(Treasury).

The Bank’s balance sheet drawn up on the principles de
scribed above shows that, in line with a tendency dating back 
to 1958, advances to the Treasury contracted by 164 billion lire 
last year (66 billion in 1960 an 517 in 1959). To the extent of 
104 billion this further contraction in the Treasury’s debt to 
the central hank took place in the Treasury current account, 
which, at the end of 1961, showed a credit balance of 263 billion, 
as against 159 billion at the end of 1960. At the same time, 
Advances to the Treasury diminished by 64 billion lire (extinc
tion of the Treasury’s debt for temporary advances) and Exchange 
Office advances to Treasury for stockbuilding and machinery 
purchases from the sterling area contracted by 12 billion (thanks 
to further repayments).

The Bank’s holdings of government stock increased by 16 
billion lire (10 billion in 1960), half of them shown under Govern
ment or government-guaranteed securities and half as invest
ment of reserves and miscellaneous funds in government secu
rities, railway bonds and above all Green Plan bonds.

In the foreign sector, the net credit balance rose from 2,198 
to 2,585 billion lire between the beginning and end of last year; 
the increase of 387 billion was well in excess of the 1960 increase 
of 101 billion, net of 62.8 billion for gold revaluation. The change 
reflects the balance-of-payments surplus which, in particular, 
contributed 260 billion lire to gold and foreign exchange re
serves. Of the remaining 175 billion, 110 are accounted for by 
IMF drawings on the lire quota.

As regards the domestic credit system, gross lending to banks 
and special credit institutes passed the 800-billion lire mark 
on December 31, 1961, having risen by 284 billion in the course 
of the year, compared with 33 billion in 1960. This was in large 
measure a reflection of the Italian Exchange Office’s expansion
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of credit to banks authorized to engage in foreign business. The 
new credits amounted to some 190 billion lire, about 54 billion 
(12 in 1960) of them rediscounts of bills presented by banks and 
special credit institutes.

The liquidity strain experienced by banks, especially to
wards the end of the second and fourth quarter of the year, 
and their consequent greater recourse to the central hank are 
most clearly reflected in the item Advances, which confirm the 
preference of banks for this particular source of funds. This 
item grew by 43 billion (18 in 1960) over the year to 107 bil
lion lire.

Of the total of 801 billion lending to the credit system, 536 
are attributable to banks, which, however, still have a credit 
balance with the central bank, if their compulsory and voluntary 
deposits with the latter are taken into account. At the end of 
1961, net deposits by the banks (that is, the excess of deposits 
over debts) still amounted to 304 billion lire, as against 452 at 
the end of 1960 and 587 at the end of 1959. While the diminution 
in 1960 was due to the banks’ withdrawals from deposit ac
counts and connected with the substitution of securities for cash 
in the compulsory reserve, the further drop in 1961 was mainly 
attributable to increased recourse to the central hank, in part 
for the purpose of fulfilling reserve requirements to the extent 
of an additional 100 billion in cash deposits.

In the group of miscellaneous accounts a debit balance of 
827 billion lire is shown at the end of 1961, that is, 41 billion 
more than at the end of 1960. The change is due to positive and 
negative variations of minor importance.

Note circulation increased by 355 billion from 2,424 to 2,779 
billion lire over the year. The percentage increase of 14.6 was 
conspicuously higher than those of 8.3 and 8.6, respectively, in 
the years 1960 and 1959.

The increase in the rate of expansion, measured in end-year 
figures, reflects two major circumstances: first, the greater in
cidence of the seasonal end-year peak, intensified last year by 
an exceptional accumulation of holidays and by the introduction
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of a five-day working week in banks; secondly, a consistent in
crease throughout the year, in connection with boom conditions 
in the economy.

As regards the first point, it will be recalled that hoth the 
Christmas and the New Year holidays were preceded last year 
by an extra two days on which the hanks were closed. This 
naturally led business men to withdraw more cash than usual 
and also prevented the habitual reflux, during the last days of 
December, as a result of higher consumer spending.

The counterpart of the increased note circulation in 1961 
consisted of 387 billion lire attributable to additional assets 
deriving from the balance-of-payments surplus and 173 billion 
attributable to transactions with the credit system, partly offset 
(to the extent of 104 billion) by a reduction in the Treasury’s in
debtedness. Taking account also of the contractive effect of 41 
billion on miscellaneous accounts, all these changes resulted in 
an increase of the note circulation of ,355 billion lire.

The composition of the note issue showed a further shift 
in favour of the largest denomination; the tendency was rather 
more marked than the year before, especially last December, 
when, on the 31st, 10,000-lire notes accounted for 79.1 per cent 
of the total (77.8 per cent on December 31, 1960). By contrast, 
the circulation of 5,000 and 1,000 lire notes contracted, as in 1960. 
It will clearly become necessary to adjust the structure of the 
note circulation to the larger volume of transactions and this 
might well he done by introducing a note of higher denomina
tion than 10,000 lire.

Personnel Matters.— At the end of 1961, the Bank’s staff 
consisted of 7,500 employees, 267 more than a year before—the 
resultant of 540 new appointments and 273 terminations. In 1960 
the Bank’s staff had increased by 429.

Capital, Reserves, and the Profit and Loss Account.— None 
of the Bank’s shares changed hands in the course of the year 
under review. On December 31, the 300,000 shares and 796 vot
ing rights were, therefore, distributed as before in the follow
ing manner:
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72 Savings Banks . . . .
8 Public-law credit institutes 
3 Banks of national interest 
1 Social Insurance Fund .
9 Insurance companies . .

93 Shareholders....................

177,746 shares with 468 votes
54,500 » » 141
21,000 » » 54
15,000 » » 34
31,500 » » 99

299,746 shares with 796 votes

Shareholders with less than 100 shares:
5 Savings b a n k s .................... 254 shares

98 Shareholders  300,000 shares

Ordinary Reserves,which stood at 3,060.8 million lire on De
cember 31,1960, rose during the year to 3,755.3 million. This was 
the result of an appropriation of 107,15 million from 1960 profits, 
635.0 million investment income from the reserve fund itself, and 
a diminution of 47.7 million, which represents distribution to 
shareholders of part of the 1960 investment income from the fund 
(under Article 56 of the Statute).

Extraordinary Reserves rose from 1,789.5 million lire on De
cember 31, 1960, to 2,037.8 million at the end of 1961. This was 
the result of an appropriation of 107.15 million from 1960 profits,
171.5 million investment income from the reserve fund itself, and 
a diminution of 30.3 million, representing distribution to share
holders of part of the 1960 investment income (under Article 56 
of the Statute).

In application of Article 54 of the Statute, the Board of 
Directors proposes, and the Treasury authorizes, the following 
appropriation of the Bank’s net profit of Lit. 575 million for the 
year 1961:

(million lire)

To Ordinary Reserve, 20 per c e n t ..............................  115
To shareholders, 6 per cent on c a p i t a l ....................  18
To Extraordinary Reserve, 20 per c e n t ....................  115
To shareholders, a supplementary dividend of 4 per

cent on ca p ita l............................................................ 12
To the government, the residual o f ..............................  315

Total net profit 575
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In accordance with Article 56 of the Statute, the Board of 
Directors further proposes a distribution to shareholders of an
other 28 per cent on capital, or 84 million lire, out of investment 
income from the ordinary and extraordinary reserve funds. This 
amount corresponds to 1.73 per cent of the overall reserves on 
December 31, 1960, and is, therefore, below the 4 per cent laid 
down in Article 56 as the upper limit of distribution under this 
heading.

T h e  G overnor 
G. CARLI
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